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This book is designed primarily to provide students of Greek history with a collection of 
translated speeches illustrating political developments between the end of the 
Peloponnesian War (404 B.C.) and the death of Alexander the Great (323 B.C.). The 
speeches in this collection were delivered in Athens: some in the Assembly, others in 
courts of law. All but one were written by residents of Athens; the sole exception, a letter 
penned by Philip II of Macedon, was read out to the Athenian Assembly by an 
ambassador. These speeches, therefore, are sources of first importance for Athenian 
domestic and foreign politics. 

I have chosen to focus on three areas where oratory provides especially valuable and 
copious evidence: the regime of the Thirty Tyrants, the conflict between Athens and 
Philip, and Athens during the reign of Alexander. Therefore, after a General Introduction 
that provides readers with the basic facts they need to know before reading the speeches, 
the book is divided into three parts, with one part dedicated to each of the periods 
mentioned above. Each part opens with a brief narrative history of the period, followed 
by the speeches, each of which has its own introduction. Footnotes are appended to 
provide both an explanation of references and comparison with other relevant passages. 

In selecting the speeches for this volume, I have taken into consideration their utility 
in undergraduate Greek history courses. Accordingly, I have left out the invaluable 
Embassy and Crown speeches of Aeschines and Demosthenes because their length might 
well deter instructors from assigning them and students from reading them. On the other 
hand, I have included Demosthenes’ Assembly speeches from the decade 351 to 341—
including the Olynthiacs and Philippics, some of the most celebrated speeches from 
classical antiquity—so that readers can watch Athenian policy toward Macedon as it 
develops during this crucial period. 

Where possible I have endeavored to represent both sides of an issue, as far as the 
genre allows. Lysias 12 and 13 were delivered by relatives of men killed by the Thirty 
Tyrants; in Lysias 16 we hear the voice of an accused former supporter of the Thirty. 
Further, in order to compensate somewhat for the monolithic presence of Demosthenes, I 
have included one speech by his ally Hegesippus and one by his enemy Philip, not to 
mention Hypereides 5, which serves as a useful corrective to Demosthenes’ 
pronouncements of selfless patriotism. 

I am pleased to record my gratitude to those scholars who have offered useful 
commentary and advice: Professor Rex Stem of Lousiana State University, Professor 
H.D.Cameron of the University of Michigan, and Professor K.A.Garbrah of the 
University of Michigan. I am also indebted to William Germano and Damon Zucca at 
Routledge for their skill and patience, and to several anonymous readers. All remaining 
errors, of course, are mine. 

For the translations I have used the Oxford Classical Texts of Lysias and Demosthenes 
by C.Hude and M.R.Dilts, respectively; for Hypereides I have used C.Jensen’s Teubner 
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edition. In preparing the translations and footnotes I have consulted a number of excellent 
commentaries and translations, to which my debt will be obvious. Among these I have 
found particularly useful C.D.Adams and S.C. Todd on Lysias, J.E.Sandys on 
Demosthenes, H.Weil on [Demosthenes] 7 and 12, and D.Whitehead on Hypereides. A 
full bibliography appears at the end of the book. 

In the text and footnotes I refer to speeches included in this collection by author, 
speech number, and section number (e.g., Demosthenes 1.1). Speeches not included in 
this book are cited by author, speech number and title, and section number (e.g., 
Demosthenes 54 Against Conon 1). The order of speeches has been standardized in the 
corpus of every orator except Hypereides; Kenyon’s OCT, Jensen’s Teubner, and Colin’s 
Budé all number Hypereides’ speeches differently. One can only hope that the European 
Union will take cognizance of this situation and impose a uniform standard. For now, 
although I translate Jensen’s text, I use Kenyon’s numbering. Other works are cited 
according to standard scholarly convention. The abbreviation Ath. Pol. is used for the 
pseudo-Aristotelian Constitution of the Athenians (Athênaiôn Politeia). 

In the following places I diverge from the texts as printed by their respective editors: 

Lysias 12.25: stet  

Lysias 12.62: del.  
Lysias 13.37: add. 

(Aldus) 

Demosthenes 4.49: (  
Dilts) 

Demosthenes 2.14: stet  

Demosthenes 3.11: (  Dilts) 

Demosthenes 3.27: (  Dilts) 

Demosthenes 3.33: stet  

Demosthenes 5.16: (  Dilts) 

Demosthenes 5.19: del.  
Hegesippus=[Demosthenes] 7.5: 

(  Dilts) 
Demosthenes 9.6–7: Since these sections are missing from manuscript 

S, I have printed them in italics; Dilts uses fullsized font (see Dilts p. xvi 
note 27). 

Demosthenes 9.20: add. 

 
Demosthenes 9.37: add. 

 



Demosthenes 9.65: add. 

 
Hypereides 1 fr. 3: (  Jensen) 

D.D.P.  
Los Angeles, California  

October 2003 



 

GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

I. The Sources 

The Canon of the Attic Orators 

With the exception of Philip of Macedon, all the authors included in this book qualify as 
“Attic orators”; that is, orators who lived and worked in Athens. By the first century B.C., 
scholars at Alexandria, Egypt had compiled a canon (list) of the top ten orators from 
classical Athens. In their canonical (and roughly chronological) order, the Attic orators 
are Antiphon, Andocides, Lysias, Isocrates, Isaeus, Demosthenes, Aeschines, Hypereides, 
Lycurgus, and Deinarchus. Several speeches by an eleventh orator, Apollodorus, are 
preserved in the manuscripts of Demosthenes. 

Between antiquity and the present, the great majority of Attic oratory has been lost in 
transmission. While the fickle finger of Fate has preserved twenty-one speeches under the 
name of Isocrates and sixty-one ascribed to Demosthenes, Hypereides was entirely lost 
(except for a few fragments) until the fortuitous discovery of a papyrus in 1847. The body 
of work ascribed to an author is called his corpus (Latin for “body”); a standard 
numbering exists for the speeches within the corpus of each orator, with the sole 
exception of Hypereides. However, not all the speeches preserved in the corpus of an 
Attic orator were necessarily written by him. For example, two speeches in the present 
collection come from the corpus of Demosthenes but were written by other authors: 
number 7 by Demosthenes’ political ally Hegesippus, and number 12 by Philip of 
Macedon. In such cases, by scholarly convention, Demosthenes’ name is enclosed in 
square brackets; where possible I have prefixed to it the name of the actual author, so, to 
give one example, the speech On Halonnesus is designated Hegesippus=[Demosthenes] 
7.1 

Scholia 

Ancient scholars sometimes made notes in the margins of their manuscripts in order to 
explain difficult passages. These ancient marginal notes are called scholia, and the 
scholars who made them are called scholiasts. I have occasionally referred to scholia 
(abbreviated by the Greek letter sigma, Σ) in the footnotes to the translations (for 
example, at Demosthenes 1.5; Philip=[Demosthenes] 12.3). 

Oratory and History 

There is a special difficulty involved in using Attic oratory as a source for history. The 
men who wrote and delivered the speeches in this collection were concerned with 



persuading their audiences (whether a jury or the Athenian Assembly), not with making a 
disinterested statement of the facts. This inherent bias must be kept in mind at all times, 
and the reader should retain a healthy skepticism. 

This is not to say that everything that comes out of a speaker’s mouth is a lie. 
Occasionally, we can catch blatant misrepresentations (Macedon was subject to the 
Athenian Empire: Demosthenes 3.24; Macedon paid tribute to Athens: 
Hegesippus=[Demosthenes] 7.12; Athenians do not seek advantage for themselves: 
Demosthenes 8.42). On the whole, however, the speeches contained in this volume make 
vital contributions to our knowledge of Greek history in the fifth and fourth centuries 
B.C.Lysias is one of our chief sources for the reign of the Thirty Tyrants; the 
Demosthenic corpus is the best source we have for the reign of Philip II; and Hypereides 
gives us an important and vibrant glimpse into Athenian life and politics during the reign 
of Alexander the Great. 

The Study of Rhetoric 

The goal of the Attic orator was persuasion. How did he aim to accomplish this? In the 
mid-fifth century B.C., two Sicilians named Corax and Teisias founded the formal study 
of rhetoric (in Greek, the technê rhêtorikê, the “art of speaking”). The new formal 
rhetoric came to Athens in the person of Gorgias of Leontinoi, who arrived in 427 and 
made a great impression upon Athenian audiences. The Athenians quickly adapted and 
became famous (or notorious, depending on your point of view) for their rhetorical ability 
and generally litigious attitude.2 

Students of rhetoric were trained to win any argument, regardless of the facts. 
Summed up in a phrase, the goal of rhetoric was “to make the weaker argument the 
stronger” (ton hêttô logon kreittô poiein: Aristotle, Rhetoric 2.24.11; Plato, Apology 
18b8; cf. Aristophanes, Clouds 882–894). The cornerstone of Greek rhetoric was the 
argument from probability (eikos), by which listeners were led to conclusions on the basis 
of what was (according to the speaker) probable. A classic example posed by teachers of 
rhetoric goes as follows (see Plato, Phaedrus 273a–c): A weak man and a strong man get 
into a fight. The issue goes to court, and each man tries to convince the jury that the other 
started the fight. The weak man says, “I am weak and he is strong; therefore it is not 
probable that I would hit him first.” The strong man replies, “I am strong and he is weak; 
I knew that everyone would naturally suspect me of hitting him first; therefore it is not 
probable that I did so.” A student of rhetoric should be able to take either side of this 
case, or any case, and persuade his audience. 

Genres of Speeches 

Ancient scholars, beginning perhaps with Aristotle (Rhetoric 1.3), divided speeches into 
three genres, or types: 

Deliberative oratory was pronounced before a political assembly, such as 
the Athenian Assembly; its goal was to persuade the listener to support 
the proposal of the speaker or to reject that of his opponents. All the 



speeches of Demosthenes and Hegesippus in this collection are 
deliberative. 

Epideictic oratory was meant for display (epideixis). The most famous 
incarnation of epideictic oratory was the funeral oration, a eulogy 
pronounced every year in honor of the Athenians killed in combat (see 
Thucydides 2.34–46). Funeral orations are preserved in the corpora of 
Lysias (speech 2), Demosthenes (speech 60), and Hypereides (speech 6). 

Forensic oratory was oratory for the courtroom. The job of the forensic 
speaker was to convince a jury to convict or acquit. Most of the Attic 
orators spent at least part of their careers as logographers (logographoi, 
“speechwriters”); a logographer composed speeches for others to deliver 
in court. The orations of Lysias and Hypereides included in this book are 
forensic. 

Division of Speeches 

Another element in the study of rhetoric was the division of a speech into its constituent 
parts: 

In the introduction (prooimion), the speaker introduces himself to the 
audience and seeks to win their goodwill. 

The narration (diêgêsis) sets out the facts according to the speaker. 
The proofs (pisteis) include the testimony of witnesses, documents 

such as laws and contracts, and arguments, particularly arguments from 
probability. 

The conclusion (epilogos, “epilogue”) briefly sums up the speaker’s 
arguments and instructs the listeners as to how they ought to vote. 

The quadripartite division outlined above is especially characteristic of forensic oratory. 
In deliberative speeches the line between narration and proofs is often blurred; however, 
the section preceding the speaker’s proposal (prothesis) often contains more narrative, 
and the section following the proposal generally includes proofs in favor of the proposal. 
Such was the standard division taught to students of rhetoric. Like great artists in any 
field, however, the Attic orators did not always adhere strictly to these rules but applied 
or deviated from them as their purposes dictated. 

II. Athenian Law and Government 

General Character 

Law and government at Athens were characterized by their participatory and amateur 
nature. In theory, any adult male Athenian citizen was qualified to play almost any role in 
government or in a court of law. He could address the Athenian Assembly, making his 
own motion or offering his opinion on the motions of others. He could appear in court as 
a litigant or witness, or he could serve on the jury. 



In practice, some areas were more specialized than others. Men who habitually 
addressed the Assembly were called rhêtores (singular rhêtôr), a word that literally 
means “speakers,” but that I have generally translated as “politicians.” Those who had a 
gift for rhetoric and knew the law well might become logographers, writing speeches for 
litigants to deliver in court. They did not, however, become lawyers, because the 
Athenians had no lawyers. As a rule, litigants were expected to plead their own cases; 
they were, however, allowed to call advocates (synêgoroi), who were (at least in theory) 
friends or family members who would assist the litigant by giving speeches of their own. 

Types of Legal Action 

The fundamental distinction between types of legal action at Athens lay between private 
and public lawsuits. This distinction affected the capacity to prosecute. In a private 
lawsuit (dikê idia, often referred to simply as dikê; plural dikai [idiai]) only the wronged 
party (or, in homicide cases, a near relative) could prosecute. In a public lawsuit (dikê 
dêmosia, plural dikai dêmosiai), any willing Athenian citizen could serve as prosecutor. 
The chief categories of public lawsuit mentioned in this book are the graphê (literally 
“writing”), apagôgê (summary arrest), and eisangelia (impeachment). Lysias 13 was 
delivered in an apagôgê for homicide; Hypereides 1 and 4 come from impeachment 
trials. 

Courts of Law 

The great majority of lawsuits were tried in jury-courts (dikastêria), which constituted 
one of the cornerstones of Athenian democracy (see Ath. Pol. 9.1). At the beginning of 
each year, the Athenian state empaneled a pool of 6,000 jurors (dikastai), who swore an 
oath, called the heliastic oath (Hypereides 4.40), affirming that they would vote in 
accordance with the laws and decrees of the Assembly and the Council of 500.3 On each 
day the courts met, jurors were allotted to individual cases. The size of the jury was 
determined by the type of lawsuit but generally ranged from 201 to 501, with exceptional 
public cases having juries of up to 2,001. Due to their size and citizen content, Athenian 
juries were considered to represent the Athenian people. Thus a speaker in court will 
often tell his jury, “You did x,” when it was some other manifestation of the Athenian 
people—usually the Assembly or another jury in a different trial—that performed the act 
(e.g., Lysias 13.65; Hypereides 1.17). 

Some offenses were tried outside the dikastêria. For example, the Council of the 
Areopagus heard trials for intentional wounding and arson, as well as some homicide 
cases. Depending on the intent of the killer and the status of the victim, a homicide trial 
could occur in one of five homicide courts (including the Areopagus), or in a jury-court 
by apagôgê (as in Lysias 13). 



Procedure 

In an Athenian trial, the prosecutor spoke first, the defendant second. The two sides were 
given equal amounts of time, which depended on the type of case. Time was measured by 
a device called the klepsydra (water-clock, literally “water-stealer”). The litigant would 
mount his platform (bêma: Hypereides 4.41) and deliver his speech; the clock was 
stopped for the testimony of witnesses and the reading of documents (Lysias 12.47, 
13.22, 16.8). If a litigant had time left on the clock after his own speech, he might call 
one or more advocates (synêgoroi). Hypereides 4, for example, was delivered by 
Hypereides as synêgoros for the defendant Euxenippus. After both litigants had presented 
their cases, the jury voted; its verdict was determined by a bare majority. Under Athenian 
law some offenses had penalties set by statute, while others did not. In the latter case, 
after the jury voted to convict, the prosecution and defense each proposed a penalty, and 
the jury made its selection, again by majority vote. 

Sycophancy 

There existed in classical Athens a class of men who made their living by mounting 
malicious prosecutions. These individuals were called sycophants.4 A sycophant would 
use the threat of litigation to extort money from his target; alternatively, he would take 
his case to court and attempt to secure a monetary judgment. Athenian defendants 
commonly accused their prosecutors of sycophantic behavior in an attempt to convince 
the jury that the accusations against them were baseless (Hypereides 1.2, 4.33; cf. Lysias 
13.65). 

Citizens, Metics, and Slaves 

The population of Attica was divided into three groups: citizens, metics, and slaves. 
Under a law enacted in 451/0 on the proposal of Pericles, only the offspring of two 
Athenian citizens qualified as citizens (Ath. Pol. 26.4). Naturalization was extremely rare. 
Only adult male citizens could attend the Assembly, hold political office, and serve on 
juries. The citizen body of Athens comprised ten tribes, which were subdivided into 
demes. Demes were originally geographical units; during the classical period, however, 
membership in both tribe and deme was hereditary. The official nomenclature of a male 
Athenian citizen was “X son of Y from deme Z.” Thus, for example, the orator 
Demosthenes was Demosthenes son of Demosthenes from Paeania, while Hypereides 
was Hypereides son of Glaucippus from Collytus. 

Metics were free foreign residents of Athens. They were liable to military service and 
to some liturgies (see below) but could not own land in Attica without a grant from the 
state. The orator Lysias was a metic (Part One, The Thirty Tyrants, p. 17). All residents 
of Attica who were not citizens or metics were slaves. Privately owned slaves worked in 
the homes, fields, and shops of their masters. Some slaves belonging to individuals lived 
on their own and enjoyed special status as chôris oikountes (“living apart”: e.g., 
Demosthenes 4.36). The city of Athens also owned slaves. Some of these public slaves 
lived in Athens and assisted in the functioning of government; others, for example, built 
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